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A MEDICAL/DENTAL WHITE PAPER BY SEAY DEVELOPMENT AND ADVISORS 
 

HOW REAL ESTATE WILL SUPPORT OR LIMIT THE DELIVERY OF HEALTHCARE SERVICES IN 
LIGHT OF THE HEALTHCARE MANDATE & CHANGING HEALTHCARE CONSUMER 

 
With the rise of corporate dentistry and retail centric medical services, ears are perking 
up for some sense of direction and practical advice in regards to opportunities and 
threats in dental and medical real estate.  
 
While there is still great speculation and uncertainty about the ramifications of The 
Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA), the fact that the U.S. Supreme 
Court upheld the law most likely confirms the face of healthcare in America will certainly 
begin to change by 2014.  The discomfort of change always brings opportunities for 
those who are willing to reflect and reposition.  Difficult decisions will need to be made 
and even if those decisions are years away, the thought process behind future actions 
needs to begin today.  Real estate and strategic business decisions do not happen 
overnight, but rest assured that the public’s expectation of access to care has already 
occurred. 
 
On the most basic level, the individual mandate requires U.S. citizens and legal 
residents to maintain healthcare insurance or pay a penalty tax each year.  Any rational 
person would chose to be insured rather than paying a penalty (costs being equal) so 
consumer behavior will most likely change, therefore the “delivery” of healthcare will also 
change (even more so than it already has today).   
 
People no longer want to wait, especially for healthcare services and this consumer 
expectation alone can cause a patient to switch providers.  Convenience can trump 
clinical expertise or relationship by a medical practitioner in the consumer’s decision-
making process.  While other things certainly (or should) impact the selection of medical 
providers (clinical expertise, cost, network participation, etc.), access to medical 
insurance (an additional 32 to 35 Million people are expected to have medical insurance) 
will increase the demand for medical services, which will only be compounded by the 
increasing medical needs of Baby Boomers (6.9 Average Annual Doctor Visits for people 
65+ according to the U.S. CDC). 
 
Can our hospitals, doctor’s offices and clinics handle this run on demand?  
 
Real estate analysts predict that healthcare providers will be forced to expand 
operations, taking on new space to accommodate the increasing population of insured 
patients.  Medical related job growth is also likely, which alone requires more square 
footage.  In the traditional sense, job growth directly affects the general office market in 
regards to real estate demand.  The same could be said of medical office space (also 
referred to as MOB for Medical Office Building) whether clinical or administrative.  Given 
the unpredictability of the rollout of the PPACA, healthcare providers will exercise 
caution in the short term when it comes to building new medical office space and new 
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construction projects have slowed, which is understandable.  New construction should 
return as the effects of the mandate become more evident. 
 
The natural reaction would be for hospitals to expand their real estate footprint and while 
that may make sense in the future (especially for OBGYN, Labs, Emergency Medicine, 
etc.) the more prudent course of action would be for hospital administrators to better 
understand their current real estate assets and audit existing space for the potential of 
improved efficiencies.  Surveying existing employees and doctors to better understand 
how a space functions and how it could become more productive with operational or 
minor construction modifications will only benefit management to make sound decisions 
in the short and long term with the side benefit of empowering employees to express 
themselves.  The best candidate to express how an office or clinic could better function 
is the people that use the space on a daily basis.  In my opinion, this is an untapped 
feedback resource.   
 
Minor construction of existing space may make employees happier and more productive, 
not to mention more profitable even potentially postponing medical office construction 
until there are no other avenues to deliver medical services.  Patients desire updated 
space (perception is reality).  Wireless technology can make outdated spaces more 
functional as employees share many common work areas especially when individual 
employees are no longer tied to a desk or computer.  This can truly redefine the 
“delivery” of medicine in an existing space especially as electronic records shrink 
storage space needs. 
 
The “delivery” of healthcare is also migrating away from hospital campuses and while 
patients aren’t asked if they want French fries with their CT Scan (yet), the retail real 
estate model is more applicable to healthcare today. 
 
Vacancies in retail strip centers and business districts/commercial villages are shrinking 
when the internal medicine doctor, clinic-based projects, or even a health system’s front-
line facility moves into the neighborhood to offer convenience and the “in your backyard” 
top of mind awareness.  Healthcare providers will continue to seek opportunities for retail 
outpatient clinics which work for their budgets and work for a Landlord as well.  Some 
doctors should even considering buying or developing these locations given their 
undeniable ability to qualify and borrow from community banks or even specialty lenders. 
 
So what is the correlation with the Dental Industry?  Initially it appears to be merely 
sentiment that the insurance factor in medicine will commoditize the mentality of dental 
consumers as well, but corporate dentistry fueled by equity firms has already 
jumpstarted.  Companies like Dental Smart, Aspen Dental and others are trying to mirror 
the success that “Doc in a Box” clinics have experienced in medicine.  While a private 
practice dentist might be alarmed by the expansion of corporate dentistry, the greatest 
threat will exist for those dental professionals that compete only on price.  Seasoned 
dentists are less likely to enter the provider role in corporate dental environments, but 
new dental graduates can find good opportunities to work right out of school and earn 
higher starting wages than they might in associateships.  This is attractive to younger 
dentists due to the high amount of dental school debt they have, however the clinical 
speed and skill of new dentists is up for debate. Patients will ultimately decide if the 
quality is there.  Volume is necessary for lower prices to work and quality and clinical 
expertise should be scrutinized.  Corporate Dentistry uses the retail real estate model so 
you will see them on heavily trafficked areas where higher real estate rents usually exist.  
Dentists are constantly struggling to keep their overhead under control and excessive 
rents will command higher production in the corporate dental world for the model to be 
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successful.  Local dentists can compete as long as they can express their value of time, 
skill, judgment and experience to their existing patients. 
 
So whether dental or medical, the “delivery” of healthcare is a moving target for now and 
will most likely keep changing as the government influences the future of health 
insurance. 
 
As government programs are implemented, individual doctors, hospital administrators 
and even dental/medical office real estate investors can benefit from working with a 
trusted advisor in an ongoing capacity.  As a CCIM (Certified Commercial Investment 
Member), I have the ability to lead you to informed real estate decisions. 
 
Additionally, I can help you protect and enhance Medical Office Building’s underlying 
asset valuations by validating fair market value lease terms as well as navigating the 
potential impact of lease accounting changes.  These proposed changes would place 
real estate leases onto hospitals’ balance sheets thereby increasing reported occupancy 
expenses.  Healthcare organizations will be required to recognize both liabilities for 
future rent obligations and assets reflecting their right to utilize the underlying real estate 
residing on it may have to account for these properties as both assets and liabilities.  
The net impact to hospitals’ perceived financial performance could be significant and 
influence their credit ratings. 
 
Sources: 
(Andrew Dick, Hall Render Law Firm, Commercial Investments Real Estate Magazine “Healthcare Headaches” July/Aug 2012) 
(Patricia Wassik, CCIM, CPM & Deborah Carlson, CCIM, CPM, Commercial Investments Real Estate Magazine “Medical Office Trends” July/Aug 2012) 
Marcus & Millichap 2012, 2nd Half Medical Office Research Report 
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